
Government Girls College, Chomu 

Plan of action and achievements of lQAC for the year 2021- 22 

Achievements/ Out comes 
Completion of automation of library and subscription of N- 

list equipped library with new techniques which may be 

beneficial for academic development of students as well as 

Plan of action 

Upliftment in library facilities 

teachers. 

To develop tracking system to knowA register was kept in academic section to take record of 

students who came to collect their degrees after completion 

of their PG/ UG Also teachers are making regular contacts progression of old students 

with the old students via mail/ WhatsApp groups/Calling 

them telephonically to know their achievements/ progress. 

Computer and Wi-Fi facilities are extended to Chemistry, 

Physics, Home science and Geography departments 
To enrich Chemistry, Physics ,Home 

science, Geography departments 
with computer and Wi-Fi facilities 

To Submit AQAR of 2021 in time AQAR of the Year 2020-21 was submitted successfully by 

uploading all proper required documents in time. 

College has organised four webinars. These webinars have 

been successfully conducted in collaboration with Crident 
To organise FDP/ webinars 

TV. 

To conduct various awareness 
-Voter awareness, women literacy awareness 

Environment conservation (plantation, to put parinda's and 

lectures) 
programsS 

- Celebration of Aajadi ka Amrit Mahotasav 

- Lectures related to IT, Women Safety and empowerment 

- Celebration of youth week 

- Cleanliness drive 

- To show integrity 
Assamese culture as Assamese dance, quiz, posters making 
under Ek Bharat Shreshth Bharat 

various programs were done on 

Celebration of different days/ Festivals/Jayanti 
Feedback is taken trough Google feedback forms which 

have been created for students, teachers and parents. These 

feedbacks were analysed and accordingly steps were taken 

for improvement. 
A borewell drilling was done in college campus in 

collaboration with municipal corporation of Chomu. 

To take and analyse feedback forms 

To provide proper and pure drinking 

water facilities to students 
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